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I am honored that Jacqueline and Joyce requested that I share some highlights from 

our AAUW year. They wanted to allow the evening to be one of celebration, 

conversation, and joy, without a “serious” agenda.

In thinking back over the past year I can report only good news.

Our Programs for the Year deserve a special recognition of Vanessa Duren- 

Winfield and Kathy Pearre. Every program was a highlight spot.

I’m remembering back to events such as Ann Fox’s sharing her year as an 

Educational Foundation Fellow and our welcome dinner for her as the kick-off

program for the 2004-2005 year.

Having the provost of WSSU speak to us...and invite us for a tour of their new 

Computer Science Center certainly enlightened us about the treasure we have in 

Winston-Salem as the fastest growing unit of the University system.

And

How about that Judges Forum!

What a prestigious panel!

Thanks again go to Julia Archer for her leadership in helping us sponsor a most

educational and important event.

Our most recent program with Scott Weirman of the Winston-Salem Foundation 

focused on the importance of “social capital” in the health of a community. From 

his descriptions of good social capital I believe we regularly contribute to the cross 

community involvement and interests that will make Winston-Salem and the Triad 

region more vibrant and attractive to people young and old.

We pressed forward our agenda to help girls and women in education.

First, our YARD SALE, successfully produced sufllcient income to provide 3 

scholarships for Forsyth Tech women, who need that extra boost of help with books

and educational materials for the second semester.

Thank you to Judy Atkinson and Nancy Prosser for keeping us giving and selling

for this event.

Next we turned our attention to assisting children, many of whom rarely have a 

book all of their own, to own that special book at the end of the school year.



We joined the Recreation Department, the women of Mt Tabor UMC to provide a 

new book for each child at Speas School. Norma Bernhardt and Lois Ward led this 

effort. Our contributions came through and the FORE project is now fully funded. 

In addition to these funds members also gave carefully selected new books for the 

project. FORE stands for Focus on Reading Excellence

Further, we continued to contribute to the Educational Foundation, our national 

foundation providing fellowships for graduate education for outstanding women

scholars.

Our efforts here earned us awards at the North Carolina AAUW convention as

follows:

5th place in the state (our of 22 branches) for total giving and 2nd place in per capita 

giving. Thanks to Vanessa for her excellent leadership and persistence.

Our interest in equity for women within the academic arena is carried out with our 

monthly “passing the can.” These gifts earned us recognition as 3rd place in the

state for per capita giving.

Thanks to Julia Archer for this continuing effort.

So, we had to do some EXTRA fun things too.

Our Winter Luncheon brought us out with a record number of people attending. 

Isabelle Zuber’s gift of reading and sharing of her writing of SALT was a wonderful

moment for all of us.

Jeanne Rudy was recognized as a 50 year life member at this occasion, and again 

she was recognized and actually received her certificate during the Tea sponsored 

by the National AAUW Development Officers in March.

We had a surprise when the Department of State contacted us! Vonda Delawie, 

counselor for political and economic affairs at the U.S. Embassy in Zagreb, Croatia 

was coming to W-S to be honored as a graduate of Salem. Would we like to meet 

her? Of course, Judy Atkinson, in her usual gracious manner took over...and a

coffee was born.

Next we enjoyed a tour of WSSU’s new computer and science center with the 

Department Chairman. Marilyn Cardwell made arrangements and we were royally

welcomed.

and of course the REALLY BIG DEAL is still to be celebrated!

DREAMS AND HARD WORK CAME THROUGH...AND THE GIRLS OF THE 

SALVATION ARMY’S GIRLS’ CLUB WILL ULTIMATELY BE THE

BENEFICIARIES.



Thanks to Capri Foy and Vanessa Duren-YVinfield, who wrote a perfect grant 

proposal we were awarded the $10,000 AAUW National Community Action Grant. 

We were among 125 proposals. Thanks for ALL the support and care we will be 

participating in an important development in developing healthy life styles for 

middle school girls while improving math and science skills.

Thanks to Julia Archer, Jean Humbert and Pat Tilley we have our elected officers 

in place for next year. As you think about what part of our work you would like to 

participate in let me know as our committees for next year are being put in place

now.

May our evening be one of the most enjoyable of your year!

Some personal accomplishments include:

Sadness in death of Mary Karen Vaughn 

Recognizing her love of education for those often forgotten ...our gifts to 

Educational Foundation will go toward a named gift.

More...
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